
 

 

 

 

 

Angel Baby Wraps 
Adapted from: http://teaginnydesigns.blogspot.com 

 
Materials: flannel,  lining fabric (optional flannel) , ribbon, matching thread  

Large:  Cut (2) 14x16 pieces, (2) ribbon 8" long.  For angles go 5" over and 6" up. 
Medium: cut(2) 10x12 pieces, (2) ribbon 7 1/2" long. Angles go 4"over and 4"up. 
Small : cut (2) 8x11 pieces, (2) ribbon 7” long . 

 

 1. Fold the flannel rectangle in half to form a rectangle. With the fold vertical and on your left,  measure and 

mark: Large ( 5”across and 6” up) Medium (4” over and 4” up) Small ( 2” over and 3.5” up). 

Cut on this angle. Repeat with the lining fabric.  

 

http://teaginnydesigns.blogspot.com/


 

2. Unfold the flannel and lining. On the wrong side of each fabric, trace a plate or other circle to round the top 

edges slightly. You can also use a scallop ruler. 

 

 3. Place the fabrics, right sides facing with the lining fabric on top. Slip one piece of ribbon in between the 

fabrics at the right corner, with the wrong side of the ribbon facing up. The top of the ribbon should be no more 

than 1/2 inch from the top of the lining and flannel pieces.  

 

 4. Pin the sides and top edge. Sew ¼ inch from the edge, leaving the bottom open for turning.  

 

  



5. Clip corners and the curve and turn right side out. Press. 

 

 6. Trim the end of the second piece of ribbon to a point (less than a ¼ inch) to remove some bulk. Then turn the 

edge of the ribbon ¼ inch under twice and pin in place. It should be sewn to the pouch’s flannel side at the same 

height as the other ribbon. Sew a small rectangle to stitch the ribbon end in place.  

 

 7. Keeping the ribbon out of the way, top stitch 1/8 inch from the edge along the sides and top of the pouch. 

 

 



 8. Fold your pouch in about thirds, with the lining facing out.  

 

 9. Pin and sew across the bottom edge. Then zigzag over the raw edges. 

 

 10. Turn right side out and tie the ribbons in a bow. 

 

 


